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Editor Notes 

 

As you probably noticed already, this issue is smaller than the recent ones, and I would like to 

make the reason for this the focus of these notes. 

 

As you know there is a topic I have consistently addressed in recent issues of the Record.   That is 

the one of the role of the Record in our community.  After talking to many of our colleagues I am 

convinced that the Record is meant not to be “yet another journal” but instead fulfill its role as a 

high quality technical newsletter.  As such it should contains articles that would not quite fit in a 

typical conference or workshop, granted, of course, those articles should still be mostly technical 

by nature.  As an example of such articles I would refer, you to those analyzing database 

authorship and citations (e.g., two articles by Erhard and Thor, and by Sidiropoulos and 

Manolopoulos, both published in Dec./2005), and those discussing the single-blind vs. double-

blind review (those by Madden and DeWitt, in the Jun./2006 issue, and two articles by Tung and 

Snodgrass, respectively, in this very issue).  Needless to say the columns also play an adequate 

and important role in this scenario and have been handled very well thus far.  (It is never enough 

to acknowledge and thank the volunteer help of the associate editors!)  

 

Why am I saying all that you ask.  In a sense to justify why this issue is, and likely the next ones 

to come will be, shorter. Once the view above is adopted many submitted papers, which would be 

otherwise worth publishing in the proceedings of a typical meeting, are no longer suitable for 

publication at the Record.  As a consequence, the ratio of rejected papers has been increasing, 

thus leading to less “research articles” being published and finally resulting in shorter issues.  

This being said I still very much encourage submissions of technical papers with broader and/or 

provocative views, as well as comprehensive survey papers. 

 

Another, orthogonal reason for this short issue, is that while I do have a good number of papers 

currently being under review, the reviewing process is taking longer than the usual.  I ask the 

authors of papers which are waiting for the results of their submission to be patient.  We all have 

to understand that peer-reviewing papers is a volunteer work.  I have always tried to look for 

well-qualified reviewers, and typically those are the same people who are often recruited for the 

PC of good conferences.  With conferences deadlines almost tied back-to-back, those people 

when not preparing a submission for a conference themselves are more often than not reviewing a 

conference submission by someone else.  (Add to this the Summer, when most of us take some 

(deserved) time off.) Since conference reviews have tight deadlines it is not surprise (though not 

fortunate) that other reviews receive lower priority, hence taking longer to complete.  

Unfortunately I do not see an easy to solve this, though I am trying to get some commitment from 

reviewers I am also realistic about our workload and ever shifting priorities. 

 

That is about what I wanted to say today.  I hope you enjoy this issue, in particular the articles 

about our reviewing processes and their implications.  I dare to suggest that our community (and 

not necessarily only ours) might want to do some (re)thinking about the role of conferences and 

reviewers.   And I have to say that I am glad to see the Record being used to document such 

reflections.  Cheers! 

 

Mario Nascimento, Editor. 

August, 2006. 
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Chair’s Message 

 

The main event to report on this time is the annual SIGMOD conference, held recently in 

Chicago.  Seeing the organization up close, I'm amazed at the effort that goes into it, 

primarily from people who volunteer their time freely for the good of the community.  

We owe them a big round of applause, and sincere thanks: 

 

The program committee chairs Surajit Chaudhuri (SIGMOD) and Jan van den Bussche 

(PODS) did a heroic job, together with the respective PCs. 

 

Goce Trajcevski deserves special mention for his dedicated work on the thankless task of 

local arrangements. Peter Scheuermann did a great job of obtaining sponsorships, helping 

to secure the financial side of the conference, and I’d like to thank Clement Yu for taking 

on the demanding role of General Chair for the conference.  

 

I'd like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the generous support provided by the 

following companies: 

 

Oracle and Sybase (principal supporters); Google, IBM, Intel, Microsoft Research, and 

SAP (supporters); Hewlett Packard, Motorola, U. Hasselt, Yahoo! Research 

(contributors); Ask Jeeves (supporting organization) 

 

A number of people gave generously of their time in a variety of capacities.  Please see 

the following URL to see who they are, and how much work went into the conference! 

 

http://tangra.si.umich.edu/clair/sigmod-pods06/ 

 

Sibel Adali and Vassilis Vassalos took on the task of selecting the SIGMOD 

Undergraduate Scholarship winners with very little notice, and did a great job, with the 

help of a committee assembled almost instantly: Torsten Grust, Sudipto Guha, Ihab Ilyas, 

Chen Li, Nikos Mamoulis, and Maria Esther Vidal.  I just looked at the link above and 

noticed that they are not listed (an oversight because of the circumstances); none of them 

thought to point this out earlier, or perhaps, even to look.  I think this underscores one of 

the strengths of our community … the willingness of busy researchers to take on 

voluntary tasks at short notice, for the good of the field rather than the recognition.  I 

hope we never lose this spirit. 

I'd like to give special thanks to the student volunteers: 

Joel Booth, Hui Ding, Eduard Dragut, Fang Fang, Oliviu Ghica, Ali Hakim, Dongmei Jia, 

Ying Lai, Shuang Liu, Fang Liu, Ramanathan Narayanan, Berkin Ozisikyilmaz, Amira 

Rahal, Damian Roqueiro, Huiyong Xiao, Lin Xiao, Huabei Yin, Wei Zhang, and Wei 

Zhou. 
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Finally, as we approached the conference date, a number of issues surfaced and required 

considerable, and unanticipated, attention.  I’d like to particularly thank Mary Fernandez, 

Ginger Ignatoff, and Joanne Martori for their help in this regard; of course, a number of 

other people involved in organizing the conference stepped up as well. 

 

Turning to the main event, the conference highlighted a strong technical program with 

award-winning papers: 

The SIGMOD Best Paper Award winner: 

• Panagiotis Ipeirotis, Eugene Agichtein, Pranay Jain, Luis Gravano  

– To Search or to Crawl? Towards a Query Optimizer for Text-Centric 

Tasks 

The SIGMOD Best Paper Award honourable mentions: 

• Michalis Petropoulos, Alin Deutsch, Yannis Papakonstantinou 

– Interactive Query Formulation Over Web-Service Accessed Data Sources 

• Izchak Sharfman, Assaf Schuster, Daniel Keren 

– A Geometric Approach to Monitoring Threshold Functions over 

Distributed Data Streams  

The PODS Best Paper Award winner: 

• Mikolaj Bojanczyk, Claire David, Anca Muscholl, Thomas Schwentick, Luc 

Segoufin 

– Two-Variable Logic on Data Trees and XML Reasoning 

The PODS Best Newcomer Award winner: 

• Michael Bender, Haodong Hu 

– An Adaptive Packed-Memory Array 

In addition, several awards were made at this year’s conference recognizing significant 

contributions over the years:  

Jeff Ullman received the SIGMOD Edgar F. Codd Innovations Award.  

Tamer Ozsu received the SIGMOD Contributions Award. 

The SIGMOD Test-of-Time Award was presented jointly to: 

• Tian Zhang, Raghu Ramakrishnan and Miron Livny  

– BIRCH: An Efficient Data Clustering Method for Very Large Databases  

• Venky Harinarayan, Anand Rajaraman and Jeffrey D. Ullman  

– Implementing Data Cubes Efficiently 
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The SIGMOD Dissertation Awards Committee evaluated 18 submissions for the 2006 

dissertation award. The main criteria for the evaluation were: Theory/Foundational Work, 

System Orientation and Impact.  Congratulations to all the winners and their advisors; the 

pipeline of superb young researchers with their high standards and great enthusiasm is 

vital to our community’s continued vibrance and impact: 

The winner of the inaugural ACM SIGMOD Doctoral Dissertation Award is Gerome 

Miklau, who did his PhD at the Univ. of Washington, advised by Dan Suciu.  

The two runners up are Marcelo Arenas (PhD from Univ. of Toronto; advisor Leonid 

Libkin) and Yanlei Diao (PhD from Univ. of California-Berkeley; advisor Michael 

Franklin).   

 

 

Sincerely, 

Raghu Ramakrishnan 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we propose a methodological approach 

for the model driven development of secure XML 

databases (DB). This proposal is within the framework 

of MIDAS, a model driven methodology for the 

development of Web Information Systems based on 

the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) proposed by 

the Object Management Group (OMG) [20]. The 

XML DB development process in MIDAS proposes 

using the data conceptual model as a Platform 

Independent Model (PIM) and the XML Schema 

model as a Platform Specific Model (PSM), with both 

of these represented in UML. In this work, such 

models will be modified, so as to be able to add 

security aspects if the stored information is considered 

as critical. On the one hand, the use of a UML 

extension to incorporate security aspects at the 

conceptual level of secure DB development (PIM) is 

proposed; on the other, the previously-defined XML 

schema profile will be modified, the purpose being to 

incorporate security aspects at the logical level of the 

secure XML DB development (PSM). In addition to 

all this, the semi-automatic mappings from PIM to 

PSM for secure XML DB will be defined. 

1 Introduction 

Though relational database (DB) technology still plays 

a central role in the data management arena today, we 

have seen numerous evolutions of this technology, 

such as the XML DBs. A key requirement underlying 

those recent data management systems is a demand for 

adequate security. Fine-grained flexible authorization 

models and access control mechanisms, in particular, 

are being called for [1]. Traditionally, the information 

of XML documents was stored directly in XML files 

or in conventional Database Management Systems 

(DBMSs), by mapping the XML data to relational data 

stored in relational tables or by using the data types 

supplied for supporting file management, as for 

example the CLOB (Character Large OBject) type. 

The XML DBs are now emerging as the best 

alternative for storing and managing XML documents. 

At present, there are different solutions to store XML 

documents, and they could be roughly categorized, 

according to [25], into two main groups: native XML 

DBMSs like Tamino [23]; and XML DB extensions 

enabling the storage of XML documents within 

conventional, usually relational or Object-Relational 

(OR) DBMSs such as Oracle. This latter includes, 

since version 9i release 2, new features for the storage 

of XML (Oracle’s XML DB) [22]. In [25] a study of 

different XML DB solutions is performed.  

For most organizations, management, security and 

confidentiality of information are critical topics [6]. 

Moreover, as some authors remark, information 

security is a serious requirement which must be 

carefully considered, not as an isolated aspect, but as 

an element that is present in all stages of the 

development life cycle [5,11,13]. A body as important 

as the Information Systems Audit and Control 

Foundation insists on the fact that security should be 

considered explicitly and as an integral item in all the 

development stages of an information system [15]. In 

the case of the XML DBs, security is also a key aspect 

that must be explicitly considered. It has to be taken 

into account in an orthogonal way for the complete 

development process of this kind of DB. Access 

control models have been widely investigated and 

several access control systems, specifically tailored to 

XML documents, have been developed 

[2,3,4,12,14,18]. However, all of them define security 

criteria directly over the XML documents or DTDs.  

Our approach is based on the Model Driven 

Architecture (MDA) proposed by the Object 

Management Group (OMG) and allows us to define 

the security specifications on the conceptual data 

model, independently of the target logical data model 

(DB schema). Starting from this secure conceptual 

data model we transform it semi-automatically into a 

secure XML DB, as a logical data model. 

Although there are different ideas for integrating 

security into the information systems development 

process, information security within the scope of DBs 

tends to be considered only from a cryptographic point 

of view. Recently, we have proposed a methodology 

for relational DB which integrates security aspects at 
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all stages of the development process [7]. However, to 

the best of our knowledge, there are no works that deal 

with security when developing an XML DB. 

In this paper, we will integrate the security aspect 

into the methodological approach for XML DB 

development [24] framed in MIDAS [16], a model 

driven methodology for the development of Web 

Information Systems (WIS). MIDAS proposes the use 

of standards in the development process, as well as the 

use of UML in modelling the WIS, irrespective of the 

abstraction level and the aspect of the system to be 

modelled. As UML does not allow us to represent all 

the necessary models, MIDAS incorporates some 

existing UML extensions and defines or adapts some 

new ones, whenever necessary [8,17]. 

In the next section, we will introduce the secure 

XML DB development process in the framework of 

MIDAS, where the Platform Independent Model 

(PIM) is the conceptual data model. It will be 

represented with an extended UML class diagram that 

includes the security aspect at this level. This profile 

will be summed up in section 3. As data Platform 

Specific Model (PSM) in MIDAS, it is proposed to 

use the OR model or the XML Schema model, 

depending on the technology used. In this paper we 

will show the part corresponding to secure XML DB 

development. The PSM employed will therefore be 

the XML Schema model. In section 4, we will present 

an adaptation of the previously-defined profile for 

XML DBs for the incorporation of specific security 

aspects into this kind of DBs. In section 5, we will 

show the mappings from the secure data PIM to the 

secure data PSM which will be the schema of the 

secure XML DB. These mappings are based on those 

defined in [24], where the rules to obtain the data PSM 

are described, but without taking into consideration 

security aspects. In this paper, we will adapt such rules 

so as to obtain the schema of an XML DB which 

includes the necessary constraints for security. Finally, 

in section 0, we will put forward our main conclusions 

and present our future work. 

2 Secure XML DB Development Process 

MIDAS proposes a model driven architecture based 

on MDA and, when modelling the system, considers, 

the aspects of content, hypertext and behaviour at the 

levels of Computation Independent Models (CIMs), 

common to all the system, PIMs and PSMs. In Figure 

1 we can see the simplified MIDAS MDA.  

In this paper, we will focus on the content aspect, 

which corresponds to the traditional concept of a DB, 

for the PIM and PSM levels. The development of a 

DB depends on several aspects; on the one hand, on 

whether there is already a DB within the organization 

or not, and, on the other hand, on the technology to be 

used: in other words, if we aim to use an OR DB [17] 

or an XML DB [24].  
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Figure 1. Simplified MIDAS Architecture 

 

Moreover, a third dimension is considered in 

MIDAS, and it includes all aspects to be taken into 

account when developing a WIS, such as the system 

architecture or security. This third dimension is 

orthogonal to the ones presented in Figure 1. 

In the cases in which the DB that we want to 

develop includes information to be protected, the 

security aspect will have to be taken into account from 

the first stages of the DB development. So, for the 

model driven development of a secure XML DB we 

have to perform the following tasks:  

• At the PIM level, the secure data conceptual model 

is carried out without considering the selected 

technology, since this model is platform 

independent. This secure data PIM is represented 

through an extended UML class diagram, so as to be 

able to represent security aspects together with a set 

of security constraints that have been expressed 

through OSCL language [8], as we will see in the 

next section. 

• At the PSM level, the data logical design is 

performed, taking into account the selected 

technology. In our case, this is an XML DB. We 

will start from the secure data PIM obtained at the 

previous level and will apply the mappings 

summarized in section 5. The secure data PSM will 

be represented through an XML schema in extended 

UML (see section 4). In this case, the DB schema 

will be the XML schema, which takes into account 

the necessary security aspects.  

3 Secure Data PIM  

To develop a secure data PIM, a secure UML profile 

has been developed (for more details, see [8]). The 

defined UML profile allows us to classify both data 

and users according to different classification criteria. 

These criteria are the following ones: 
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• Security levels: to define a hierarchy of levels such 

as those traditionally employed in the army: 

unclassified, confidential, secret and top secret. 

• User roles: to define a hierarchical set of user roles 

that represents the hierarchical functions within an 

enterprise. 

• User categories: to define a horizontal organization 

or classification (non hierarchical) of user groups. 

In addition to this classification information, the 

profile allows us to define three kinds of constraints: 

• Data dynamic classification rules: to define the 

classification data of different instances, depending 

on the value of one or several attributes of the 

instances. 

• Audit rules: They specify situations in which it is 

interesting to us to register an audit trace to analyze 

which users have accessed (or have tried to access) 

information. To do so, conditions expressed in OCL 

are defined.  

• Authorization rules: to define which users will be 

allowed to access to which data and to perform 

which actions depending on a condition expressed 

in OCL. 

Our security model is general, and the 

classification criteria, together with the data dynamic 

classification rules and the authorization rules, allow 

us to integrate several access control models, such as 

the mandatory access control, a simplified role based 

access control, discretionary access control and access 

control based on rules. The coexistence of these rules 

frequently provokes conflicts, that we solve by 

applying a set of conflict resolution rules defined in 

[8, 9, 10]. 

For the definition of all these elements, we 

consider the UML profile known as Conceptual 

Secure DB (extension of UML and OCL to design 

secure DBs), which is composed of a set of data types, 

tagged values and stereotypes, together with the 

definition of a set of well-formedness rules. The 

package containing all the stereotypes defined within 

this UML profile can be analyzed in Figure 2. These 

stereotypes can be classified into three categories: 

• The stereotypes necessary for representing security 

information in the model elements. 

• The stereotypes needed to model the security 

constraints when defining: a) the dynamic 

classification of any element, b) audit rules 

expressed in OCL and c) authorization rules. 

• The UserProfile stereotype that is necessary to 

specify security constraints on what might be seen 

as a property of a user or a group of users, for 

instance; citizenship, age, etc. 

A detailed description of all these stereotypes, as 

well as the tagged values that have been defined for 

them, can be found in [8]. 

«profile»
Conceptual Secure DB

«stereotype»

SecurePIM
classes: Set(OclType)

securityLevels: Sequence(Level)

securityRoles: Role

securityCompartments: Set(Compartment)

«stereotype»

SecureClass
Attributes: Set(OclType)

associationsEnd: Set(OclType)

securityLevels: Levels

securityRoles: Set(Role)

securityCompartments: Set(Compartment)

«stereotype»

UserProfile

«stereotype»

SecureAttribute
securityLevels: Levels

securityRoles: Set(Role)

securityCompartments: Set(Compartment)

«stereotype»

SecureAssociation
securityLevels: Levels

securityRoles: Set(Role)

securityCompartments: Set(Compartment)

«stereotype»

SecureInstance
securityLevel: Level

securityRoles: Set(Role)

securityCompartments: Set(Compartment)

«stereotype»

AuditRule
logType: AccessAttempt

«stereotype»

AuthorizationRule
sign: {+,-}

privileges: Privilege

«stereotype»

SecurityRule

«metaclass»

Model
«metaclass»

Class

«metaclass»

Property

«metaclass»

Association

«metaclass»

Constraint

«metaclass»

Instance

 

Figure 2. Conceptual Secure DB profile 

4 Secure Data PSM 

In MIDAS, the XML schema model is proposed as 

data PSM. It is represented in extended UML, using 

the profile defined in [24]. To include the security 

aspects in the model, in this paper we have adapted 

such a profile by adding the elements that are needed 

to be able to consider the aspect of security. 

In Figure 3, we will show the elements that have 

been added, with the goal of adapting the profile so 

that it is able to represent secure XML schemas 

through a UML class diagram. The extension defines a 

set of new stereotypes. The aim is for it to be able to 

consider all the components of a secure XML in a 

graphical notation of UML, maintaining the 

associations, the order and the links between the 

different elements. 

 

«metaclass»

Package

«stereotype»

XMLSchema
name

«stereotype»

Secure XML Schema

«metaclass»

Class

«stereotype»

ELEMENT
OrderNumber

«stereotype»

User Profile ELEMENT

«stereotype»

Secure ELEMENT

«stereotype»

AuditRule
«stereotype»

SecurityRule
«stereotype»

AuthorizationRule

«profile»
Secure XML Schema

 
Figure 3. Secure XML Schema profile 
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5 Mappings from PIM to PSM 

In the same way that methodologies for relational or 

OR DBs propose some rules for the transformation of 

a conceptual schema into a standard logical one, in 

MIDAS, mappings from the data PIM to the data PSM 

are proposed. In this work, we have defined the 

transformation rules needed to obtain a secure data 

PSM from the secure data PIM. The work of [24] is 

taken as a basis, where the different mappings to 

obtain the schema of an XML DB were defined (but 

where security was not yet taken into account). 

• Transformation of the secure data PIM: The data 

conceptual model, that is, the secure PIM, is 

transformed, at the PSM level, into an XML schema 

named ‘Secure Data PSM’. It will be represented 

with a UML package stereotyped with <<Secure 

XML SCHEMA>> and will be called as the XML 

schema. It will include all components of the secure 

XML schema (PSM). Furthermore, it will contain 

the security attributes (securityLevel, securityRoles 

and securityCompartments) of the secure PIM. 

These attributes will be defined within the XML 

schema as global elements. They could have been 

included as schema attributes but if they were 

represented in such a way, they would not be 

considered first order elements and the fact that they 

could have a multiple maximum cardinality could 

not be collected either.  

• Transformation of the User Profile class: This 

class includes the information that we want to 

record for each user. It will be transformed by 

including a global element stereotyped with <<User 

Profile ELEMENT>>, which will contain a 

sequence complexType with all class attributes as 

subelements. 

• Transformation of secure classes: In a generic 

way, a UML class is transformed into an element of 

the XML schema with the same name as the class it 

comes from [24]. To transform secure UML classes, 

stereotyped with <<SecureClass>>, we have to 

include the secure characteristics that they have, 

too. Secure classes can have three specific 

attributes: securityLevel, securityRoles and 

SecurityCompartments. They will be transformed 

into secure elements stereotyped with <<Secure 

ELEMENT>>. Each secure element will contain a 

complexType of sequence type, which will contain 

as subelements, among others, the secure attributes, 

indicating, with the subelements attribute 

maxOccurs, the number of possible instances of the 

security attributes. 

• Transformation of secure attributes: Due to the 

fact that the attributes of a class, according to the 

proposal of [24], are transformed as subelements of 

the element that represents the UML class to which 

those attributes belong, if an attribute has its own 

security attributes associated with it, these attributes 

will be represented as subelements of the element 

that represents the corresponding attribute. Thus, the 

security attributes defined within an attribute will be 

transformed into <<Secure ELEMENT>> 

subelements. 

• Transformation of secure associations: Regarding 

the transformation of associations, a detailed study 

of the most appropriate way to map them at the 

PSM level was carried out in [24]. The associations 

between two classes are transformed, in a generic 

way, by including a subelement in one of the 

elements, corresponding to one of the classes 

implied in the relationship with one or several 

references to the other element implicated in the 

association. If it were a secure association, this 

subelement would have subelements to represent the 

corresponding security attributes (securityLevel, 

securityRoles, securityCompartment) stereotyped as 

<<Secure ELEMENT>>. 

• Transformation of security constraints: When 

transforming the security constraints that had been 

defined at the PIM level, these can be defined for 

any element (model or class), although it is normal 

to define them at the class level. If they are defined 

at the model level, global elements to collect this 

fact will be created. In the rest of the cases, 

subelements of the elements they depend on will be 

created. There are three types of constraints: 

a) Audit Rules: They will be transformed by 

creating a subelement stereotyped with 

<<AuditRule>> with the name of “AuditRule_” 

plus the number of the rule. This element will be 

of the complexType and it will contain a sequence 

formed by two elements: One AuditRuleType 

element of simple Type of the string base type 

with a constraint of enumeration type with the 

values all, frustratedAttempt, successfullAccess; 

and another element AuditRuleCondition that will 

be an element of string type, that will contain the 

XPATH expression associated with the OCL 

expression. 

<complexType>

<sequence>

<element name= “AuditRuleType”>

<simpleType>

<restriction base= ”string”>

<enumeration value= ”all”/>

<enumeration value= ”frustatedAttempt”/>

<enumeration value= ”successfullAccess”/>

</restriction>

</simpleType>

</element>

<element name= “AuditRuleCondition” type=”string”/>

</sequence>

</complexType>  
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b) Security Rule: The dynamic classification of any 

PIM element will be transformed by creating a 

subelement stereotyped with <SecurityRule>>, 

with the name “SecurityRule_” plus the number 

of the rule. This element will be of complexType 

and it will contain one element of string type with 

the XPATH expression associated with the OCL 

expression. 

<complexType>

<sequence>

<element name= “SecurityRuleCondition” type=”string”/>

</sequence>

</complexType>  

c) Authorization Rules: These will be transformed 

by creating a subelement stereotyped with 

<<AuthorizationRule>> with the name 

“AuthorizationRule_”, plus the number of the 

rule. This element will be of a complexType and 

it will contain a sequence formed by three 

elements: An AuthorizationRuleSign element of 

simpleType of string base type with a constraint 

of enumeration type with the values: + or - ; 

another AuthorizationRulePrivileges element of 

simpleType of string base type with a constraint 

of enumeration type with the values: read, insert, 

delete, update and all; and an 

AuthorizationRuleCondition element of string 

type that will contain the XPATH expression 

associated with the expression in OCL. 

<complexType>

<sequence>

<element name= “AuthorizationRuleSign”>

<simpleType>

<restriction base=”string”>

<enumeration value=”+/> <enumeration value=”-”/>

</restriction>

</simpleType>

</element>

<element name= “AuthorizationRulePrivileges”>

<simpleType> 

<restriction base=”string”>

<enumeration value=”read”/> 

<enumeration value=”insert”/>

<enumeration value=”delete”/>

<enumeration value=”update”/>

<enumeration value=”all”/>

</restriction>

</simpleType>

</element>

<element name= “AuthorizationRuleCondition” type=”string”/>

</sequence>

</complexType>  
 

According to MDA, once we have applied these 

rules, the next step is the mapping from PSM to Code 

of specific DBMSs. These DBMSs usually do not 

provide security solutions for solving the security 

issues we consider in our approach, but they support 

most of XML standards (DOM, XSL, XSLT, XPath, 

etc.), which allow us to easily implement all these 

security specifications.   

6 Conclusions and Future Work 

At the present time, there are different solutions for 

the storage of XML data but there is no methodology 

for the systematic design of XML DBs that 

incorporates security in the development process from 

its early phases. 

In this work, we have integrated the security aspect 

into the methodological approach for the development 

of an XML DB in the framework of MIDAS, a model-

driven methodology for the development of WIS 

based on MDA. In the case of the specified 

development process for secure XML DB, for the 

secure data PIM, a UML extension to incorporate 

security aspects at the conceptual level is used. For the 

secure data PSM we have modified the previously-

defined XML DB profile. The incorporation of 

security aspects has been our main goal. Moreover, we 

have defined mappings from secure data PIM to 

secure data PSM that will be the secure XML DB 

schema. From this logical model of the secure XML 

DB (PSM), we will obtain the code for the specific 

XML DB product that we want to use, in a semi-

automatic way. Up to now, we have studied the 

security aspects for the Oracle 10g product, but in 

future work, we will study other XML DBMSs in 

detail, in order to analyze which of them take into 

account security aspects, and how.  

A case study for the management of hospital 

information has been developed, to validate our 

proposal; we have left this out for the sake of space.  

We are now working along several different lines, 

in an attempt to extend the proposal of this paper. One 

of these, on which we have already started to work, is 

the automation of the transformations of the 

constraints expressed in OCL at the PIM level, to 

convert them into XPATH language. Moreover, our 

intention is to automate the transformations between 

the metamodels and the corresponding models using 

the incipient Query View Transformation (QVT) 

proposal [20], which aims to become the standard for 

defining transformations.  

We are also studying the possibility of using 

XACML [19] as a PSM security rules specification 

language that could complement the current PSM 

model (XML Schema). In fact, XACML is a powerful 

standard language that specifies schemas for 

authorization policies and for authorization decision 

requests and response, which is applicable to a wide 

range of applications, and which can integrate many 

security policies into a complete security model. 

In addition, we want to define queries using the 

XQuery language, in order to obtain information about 

the security aspects of the XML DB. 

We have a further goal, which is to perform 

several case studies to detect new needs. These would 
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also analyze the advantages of incorporating security 

aspects provided by the different XML DB 

administrators, not only native ones, but also the XML 

extensions that DBMSs have. At the same time, we 

are going to include the security aspect in the 

subsystem for the semi-automatic development of 

XML DBs of the tool CASE that we are developing. 
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